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The last Post? Tracking the
Australasian to Aussie Post,
1864-2002
Wayne Murphy and Maria MiJropouws
Aussie Post, the flagship of ocker Australiana, folded in
January 2002. Post began life as the Australasian, a middle-
brow magazine steeped in a nineteenth century civics of stable
citizenship with a modicum of divers:ionary leisure. The trans-
fonnation began when the Australasian became Australasian
Post in 1946 under George Johnston's brief IS-week editor-
ships. Johnston's idealistic vision of Post as a voice of post-war
Australian modernity was soon overtaken by commercial
imperatives, as Post's identity wavered between its civic
antecedents and a new low-brow popUllism, a niche it had final-
ly settled into by the mid-19S0s. This tension between staid
civics and risque populism shaped the magazine's long evolu-
tion into its final realisation of the pictorial general interest
genre. This paper, based on a close examination of the maga-
zines themselves, tracks Post's genetic evolution and focuses
on the struggle to redefine the magazines identity during the
post-war period when the axis of Australian identity was reluc-
tantly shifting from the staid traditions of Rule Britannia to the
flashy modernity of Pax Americana.
Introduction: A changing Post
The ubiquitous barber shop mag, Aussie Post, suspended publication on
January 31, 2002, after some years of shrinking readerships and revenues
(Pacific Publications, 2002). Its market repositioni.ng can be traced in the
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masthead changes from Australasian Post to New Australasian Post in October
1996, and then to New Post in November that year, before the final change to
Aussie Post in June 1997. However, a similar repositioning had been engi-
neered 50 years earlier with the magazine's initial name change from the
Australasian to Australasian Post in April 194·6. It retained this name until
1996, except for a brief promotional interlude as the New Australasian Post
during the early 1950s.
For its last 50 years, Post framed its readership within a celebratory dis-
course of quirky ocker Australiana: its pages chronicled pub culture, sport, het-
erosexist male spectatorship, unusual people, pastimes, places, and events, as
well as human interest features of personal crises and triumphs. Morgan's sUr-
vey suggests a readership skewed towards lower paid, semi-skilled jobs, lower
levels of formal education, and medium to heavy levels of commercial televi-
sion viewing (Roy Morgan Research Centre, 2(KlO),
In this account of Post, we cannot fully address all the "persistent ques-
tions" that Carter (2001) suggesrs should frame a writing of magazine history.
However, we hope to chart Post's changing niche in the Australian market and
understand how this particular magazine constructed "a readership that under-
stands itself as being addressed - whether as citizens, souls, men, mothers,
modems, Australians or aesthetes" (p. 13). Our particular focus is on the post-
war years, a time Carter notes thai the general interest commercial weeklies
were in decline. We accessed older issues of the magazine in the National
Library of Australia, where the Australasian l Post is catalogued with the
newspaper collection, rather than with similar periodicals.
Nineteenth century origins: Literature and civics
The populist Aussie Post evolved from an older magazine long steeped in a
middle-brow civic culture that valued social stability and respectable citizen-
ship. Post was first published as the Australasian in 1864 and so was the
longest surviving Australian general interest magazine. In an early history of
Australian magazines, Greenop (1947, p. 91) confuses this magazine with a
quarterly publication, also called the Australasian, which first appeared in
Melbourne in 1850. More recent sources (National Library of Australia, 1985,
p. 147; 1988; Stuart, 1979, p, 23) indicate that Ule quarterly Australasian last-
ed only four issues until 1851, and was a locally produced reprint of various
pieces of British journalism,
The Australasian that became Post was a weekly adjunct to the Melbourne
Ar;gus, in the same way many of the popular weeklies (Sydney Mail, Leader,
Observer, South Australian Chronicle, Queenslander), were linked to metro-
politan newspapers (Stewart, 1988, p. 183). These magazines functioned as
discursive vehicles of civic affairs, extending the metropolitan newspapers'
topical scope and audience reach beyond the daily news grind and city reader-
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ship into rural Australia. They also built up strong literary readerships for
selections of short stories and serials by British and Australian authors. Ken
Stewart (1988) contends that the establishment of the popular weeklies in the
mid and latter nineteenth century was the "most significant colonial develop-
ment in the production of Australian fiction" (p. 184). Lurline Stuart's descrip-
tion provides a glimpse of the nineteenth century Australasian as a vehicle for
its cultural cargo:
Divided into sections of specialised news and intelligence, catering
for general, agricultural, literary, theatrica!l, sporting and other inter-
ests. The literary section included original and selected serial and
short stories, reminiscences, literary reviews, original and selected
poetry, literary news and notes. (Stuart, 1979, p. 23)
As well as providing cultural and recreational reading, the. Australasian
also published material oriented to current civic concerns. In his account of
shearer-pastoralist relations, Merritt (1986, pp. 88 and 117) cites both the
Australasian and the Australian Town and Country Journal as sources of pas-
torallsts' advertisements for shearers, "calls-to-anns" letters from pastoralists
to fight unionism, and other letter-reports from local observers, some partial to
the shearers' plight. Such content shows that the magazine was linking diverse
and dislocated readers in a spirit of civic discourse, even if not to the same
extent as the "huge, active web" spun by J.F. Archibald in The Bulletin
(Lawson, 1983, p. 260).
Twentieth century general interests
By the mid-I 94Gs, the Australasian's general interest niche was well estab-
lished, with an unusual blend of consumerism, civic mindedness, cultural
enrichment, as well as some populist diversion. The advertisements placed dur·
ing late 1945 covered a variety of products and services targeted at diverse
rural and urban reading interests, incomes, and occupations. For example,
exclusive products such as air travel with ANA ("ANA", 1945) and new motor
cars (various issues) were probably beyond the me:ms of those readers target-
ed by a recruiting advertisement for the Victoria Police ("Victoria Police",
1945).
While most advertisements anchored the magazine in a particular consumer
milieu of the time, other items inscribed the wider social context of Australia's
involvement in World War 2. Features, pictorials, and the social pages carried
stories and photographs of servicemen's weddings and children. Even an
advertisement for Brockhoff's Biscuits - "For the fighting services first and
you again later on" - did not escape the war's ravages when the supply of a
much-loved but unavailable brand was promised again after the war
("Brockhoff's Biscuits", 1945, p. 25).
Many of the war articles and pictorials from the second half of 1945 pro-
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vided newsreel-type coverage of people, places, and events: "Slouch hat in the
Philippines" (1945); "How Gennany met defeat" (1945); "Australian Liberator
crews in Darwin" (1945); "Victory march in Melbourne" (1945); "Japanese
surrender" (1945). Others were more predictive of the voyeuristic tabloid style
that would characterise the 1950s Post: "Na,i supennen had their excuses
ready" (1945); "POW pictorials" (1945); "Hitler's woman" (1945).
Other articles blended analytical current affairs, war effort rhetoric, and
post-war futurism. "We must defeat Japan" (1945) considered possible out-
comes of the "Asiatic" war against Japan. In addition to anti-Japanese polemic,
the victory narrative was complicated by the dilemma of Russian involvement:
if Russia joins "us" against the Japanese, victory would certainly come sooner,
but how much of the conquered lands would the Russians want? And where
would that leave the free world? Articles in a similar vein considered the future
consequences of atomic research ("Unleashing the atom's power", 1945), the
nature of post-war society ("The fight for the fifth freedom", 1945), and the
ever-vigilant concern with Asia ("Asia and tomorrow", 1946). Articles such as
these afforded the magazine a prestige usually associated with serious current
affairs journals beyond the reach the Australasian's broad suburban and rural
readerships.
In a more populist vein, regular columns covering sport and the arts, as well
as short stories and serials, provided the magazine with week-to-week conti-
nuity. General interest items on the unusual and bizarre, and profiles of public
figures, the Royals, the rich and famous, and show business personalities,
cemented themes that would sustain Post into the 1950s and beyond.
Edited by George H. Johnston
By the end of World War IT, the Australasian was an established magazine
with a staid respectability and a staguating readership. The last issue of the
Australasian on April 6, 1946, carried a preview and a full page advertisement
for Australasian Post, promising an "entirely new format" and "modem
enlarged content" that would appeal to the inscribed male reader as well as to
..those dear creatures who have been described as 'uncertain, coy, and hard to
please; but who are certain to be pleased on this occasion" ("Australasian
Post", 1946, pp. 3 & 13). And on April 11, 1946, there duly appeared Post's
"64 pages of bright, modem fiction, features, facts, news and pictures", edited
by the Argus's well-known war correspondenlt, George H. Johnston (1912-
1970).
In the 1960s, Johnston was to write about this time in his autobiographical
"Meredith" trilogy of novels (1964,1969,1971). In particular, he recorded this
fictionalised account of Argus managing editor, Errol Knox, appointing him to
transfOIID the Australasian into Australasian Post:
... we have decided to cease publishing the old Rural Record [fiction-
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al Australasian]. A mercy killing, really. [t has been moribund for
years, and the war, I am afraid, has been responsible for its quietus ...
we intend to launch an entirely new weekly magazine. A popular
magazine. Something very modem and lively, with a progressive
urban outlook. Young, vigorous, sophisticated. All rotogravure. Good
splashes of colour. What we want is a ma~gazine of general reader-
interest, to get into the quiet of the suburbs as well as the bustle of the
metropolis, with the emphasis on this new, dynamic post-war world
we are entering. (Johnston, 1969, p. 39)
Most of Johnston's journalistic output during th" war years was published
as news and features in the Ar,gus and syndicated to other Australian papers.
His diaries of the period indicated he was dissatisfied that much of what he
wrote from the battlefront was heavily censored and made overly patriotic in
the interests of the war effort. He was critical of tbe Americans, particularly
Macarthur, for their part in downplaying the worth of the Australian service-
men for the sake of greater American glory (Kinnane, 1986, pp. 70-71).
However, like Curtin after the fall of Singapore, Johnston was also "looking to
America" when he began producing successful artdes for American glossy
magazines. By the end of the war, Johnston had sigroficant international expe-
.rience and a devoted readership. The mythical status attaching to the local-Iad-
made-good legend promised a post-war career as the "golden boy" of the
Australian press. On his return to Australia he was appointed as the first editor
of Australasian Post.
The new magazine did not have to make its independent way in the pub-
lishing world as it had the momentum of its established Australasian contacts,
as well as the prestige and material support of the Argus whose general news
staff wrote many of Post's articles. Johnston had al80 made a number of con-
tacts in the Umted States during his time there in 1943 and was reportedly keen
to obtilln material from Time magazine for use in Post (Kinnane, 1986, pp. 70-
71).
A good weekly magazine
Johnston tried to shape a genre that would bridge both middle-brow and
more populist readerships with a mixture of old Australasian and new Post.
"serious current affairs, good features and fiction, along with pictures of
baWng-suited girls and other commercial ploys" (Kinnane, 1986, pp. 84-85).
He expounded on this vision in his first "Report from the Editor," which is
worth quoting at length to give a sense of its blending of modernity and situat-
ed nationalism:
One of the beliefs we have is that there is ample room in Australia for
a good weekly magazine, neither highbrow nor lowbrow, catering for
all sections of the community rather than for some particular section,
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with no axes to grind and no particular strings to pull ... we'll try to
present you each week with the liveliest content of any Australian
Weekly.
We believe this to be the only weekly magazine in Australia which, in
addition to its modern magazine content, will give you a topical,
weekly, up-to-the-minute review of hot news and pictures from all
parts of Australia and overseas.
We want Post to be a magazine for people ... with widely diverse
fields of interest. Each week we will give you topline fiction from this
country and from USA and Europe, handpicked articles, the latest
background on national and foreign affairs, news of sport, art, racing,
books, architecture, science, medicine, the stage and screen, women's
interests, people.
." If you tell us what you like and what you don'tlike it will help us
in our policy of constant improvement ". (Johnston, 1946a, p. 5)
A feature of the editorial, characteristic of the magazine as a whole, is the
sense of an imagined urban, middle-class audience, growing in sophistication
and with an almost unbounded faith in the post·war sentiments of "liveliness"
and continual improvement. The tenor is personalised, with lohnston's signa-
ture at the end of the editorial. lohnston wrote in second person, as if speaking
face-to-face with his readers. He asked for feedback about and reader contri-
butions to "your magazine." This voice recumd in self-referential quips and
captions throughout the magazine.
The early issues of Post did receive a variety of the "bouquets and brick-
bats" Johnston had asked for. These letters were published each week in a spe-
cial column, "Pillar to Post," and many highlighted the tensions surrounding
the new magazine's identity. A common theme in these letters married a read-
ing culture of civic high-mindedness with a nationalistic pride in the new prod-
uct. One reader commended the "general" magazine's realisation that art was
"part of the country's life" and how "national maturity" came from appreciat-
ing one's "own culture," In the same issue, similar fine feeling welcomed Post
as the "first Australian attempt to cater for anyone above the level of a moron"
("Pillar", 1946a, p. 3). In a more positive accolade to high-mindedness, anoth-
er reader commented that Post was taking its p'lace with distinction alongside
foreign magazines enabling a comparison of perspectives essential for "nation-
al development" ("Pillar", I946c, p. 3). Later, a teacher reported on Post's
value in the classroom, especially for its coverage of "world events" ("Pillar",
I946i, p. 3).
There were, however, some ruptures in the Post consensus with the most
vocal criticism charging the magazine with forsaking its Australianness and
becoming too American ("Pillar" 1946b). In a sharp reply, Johnston asserted
that Post would publish Australian material when it is "available and up to
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standard" (Johnston, 1946b, p. 5). The vexed question of Australian content
was playing on Johnston's conscience (or his market sensitivities) as he devot-
ed an editorial to it in the next issue. He tried to defuse the conflict by welding
together the strands of readers' intelligence and na.tionalism, indicating that
most of the letters received communicated a "desire by the public for better
quality, higher standards, more of the all-British or even all-Australian
flavour." He also celebrated the "high critical level of our audience" who had
a "desire for the finer things, the appreciation of our own arts, culture and
accomplishments" (Johnston, 1946c, p. 5). He also went to some pains to
equate British with Australian sources, explaining that the News Review sec-
tion was based on an English, not American service:
... every word of it is analysed, selected and rewritten specifically for
Australian readers. We have uppermost in our minds our own people.
We shall continue to cater for Australians, without prejudice, without
insularity, and with the consciousness of Australia's place in a large
and diverse world. (Johnston, 1946c, p. 5)
In effect, Post was constructing and reinforcing tllis high-nlinded, national-
ly self-conscious readership whose concept of nation was still very much with-
in the bounds of Empire, even though the recent pragmatics of the Pacific war
nlight have suggested otherwise. Various letters continued the charge of
Americanisation ("PiIlar", 1946e), with one calling for Australian cover girls
("Pillar", 1946f) and another complaining that the serial and short stories pub-
lished were un-Australian ("Pillar", 1946g). Johnston devoted some editorial
rhetoric to Australian identity, often side-stepping the issue of content, to build
a solidarity with readers. He called on his fellow Australians to "stand on our
own feet more" instead of "tag[ging] our fame to fame already gained" through
the habit of describing Australians of note in terms of an American role model,
such as referring to an Australian singer as "Australia's Bing erosby"
(Johnston, 1946d, p. 5). The American-baiting continued in another editorial
whose high moral tones warned that Australia was beconling as money hungry
as the United States. In a style predictive of some future tabloid current affairs
television shows, Post promised to expose local corruption rackets and pay
readers for their stories uncovering these frauds (Johnston, I946e).
Apart from nation-and-empire sensitivities, some readers had moral and
other doubts that emphasised the struggle between the magazine's traditional
and modern constituencies. One cancelled a subscription, believing the maga-
zine was no longer fit for children to read because of immoral content, such as
articles on prostitution and stories condoning infidelity ("Pillar", 1946f), and
another bemoaned the absence of religion in the regular coverage, noting that
religious matters had to have a news slant to rate a mention ("Pillar", 1946d).
Yet another, lamenting the decline of the English language, criticised the use of
Australian and American jargon in Post's stories, and some of the old
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Australasian readers were indignant that the new magazine was not doing jus-
tice to rural issues ("Pillar", 1946e) or to the smaller states, like Queensland,
whose successful Miss Australia contestant had not heen accorded the fanfare
she deserved ("Pillar", 1946h).
These seemingly minor discards reinforced the social and economic ten-
sions underpinning the hroader post-war dehate ahout Australian identity. On a
commercial level, they showed that Post had to aim at a diverse readership to
remain economically viable in a small national market. The magazine attempt-
ed this through the wide assortment of items Joheston had listed in his first edi-
torial: "fiction ... handpicked articles, the latest hackground on national and
foreign affairs, news of sport, art, racing, books, architecture, science, medi-
cine, the stage and screen, women's interests, p<>ople" (1ohnston, 1946a, p. 5).
This array, which was not that different from the Australasian's, made up the
generic constitution of the early civic-minded Post. Regular current affairs
columns, featuring maps of the post-war world, were accompanied hy serious
hackground articles. However, folksy, local mat"rial, and pictorial features on
the ubiquitous Royals and topical events, such as the Royal Easter Show
("Rural review", 1946), and the Melbourne Cup ("Melbourne Cup review",
1946), traced out another taste vector.
After George
10hnston's editorial reign was a short-lived 15 weeks. He quit the magazine
in July 1946 after editorial disagreements and a personal fallout with his con-
servative managing editor, Errol Knox, supposedly over attempts to "enliven"
the magazine's image. As part of the inevitable resistance to change engen-
dered by the long shadow of the Australasian and Argus traditions, Johnston
had to shape an appeal to a more urbanised reading market with optimistic
post-war aspirations of national and personal reconstruction against the old,
more rural-oriented readership's expectations. The editorial disagreements
between Johnston and Knox centred around a conflict betw<>en the board's
insistence on greater circulation and Knox's keen opposition to anything
"cheap" or "American," which might be taken to include many of JohnslOn's
publishing strategies for the magazine (Kinnane, 1986, pp. 84-85). There was
also some suggestion that the conservative elements at the Argus were wary of
Johnston's left-liberal questioning of Cold War verities, especially in relation
to communism in China. On a more personal :level, Knox's disapproval of
Johnston's extra-marital relationship with the young staff writer, Charmian
Clift, was also part of the matrix of discontent (Kinnane, 1986, pp. 84-85;
Wheatley, 200 I, pp. 193-196).
Looking back at the last issues of the Australasian and the early issues of
Post, the name change itself was probably the most substantial immediate dif-
ference. Certainly the hype surrounding its modernity and brightness, the
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slightly more·pictorial format, and the bold editorial boasts, promised some-
thing completely new, but this promise of the new and different was not con-
sistently achieved until the early 1950s.
Identity crisis
From 1946 until 1952, Post underwent something of an identity crisis as its
style and format alternated between the civic-minded Australasian model and
a more "modem" populist pictorial format. By late 1946, a pictorial series, Post
Picture Problems, presented a trivial social issue each week, with people in the
street pictured alongside their comments on such topics as "Should women
bet?" (1946) and "Should Melbourne change over to trol1ey buses?" (1947).
This print medium vox populi incorporated something of the flavour of popu-
lar opinion without the deeper discussion typical of extended articles found in
earlier issues.
By rnid-1947, the format had become much more pictorial and the current
affairs pieces were less expansive. Cover girls and regular pictorial features,
such as "Picture Gossip," "News in Pictures," "This Week's People," and
'Today's Woman," gave the pages a stylistic sense much closer to the eventu-
al Aussie Post layout preference for spatial variation rather than regularly
ordered blocks of print and pictures. In keeping with this pictorial display
mode, the list of contents also disappeared from the magazine at this time.
However, this style was not to last. In late 1948 and into 1949, Post moved
back towards its Australasian style roots with boy scouts and country scenes
on covers, the return of the contents page, less SpOIt, and more thoughtful arti-
cles, such as one by Bertrand Russel1 (1949) on Russia's dictatorship. But then
in a see-sawing manner in late 1949, the magazine briefly returned to cover
girls and pictorial layout, and then back again to an anti-communist civic-
mindedness for 1950-1951, with such problem-focused features as "Just what
is Russia getting at?" (1951), and "What's wrong with Australian writers?"
(1951). In keeping with this civic bent through rnid.. 1951, a series of Australian
and world maps was provided for school readership.
By late 1951, the final parting from Australasian civics towards pictorial
populism was under way with inclusion of some colour pictorials. In 1952, the
magazine began its long obsession with the near-nude Brigitte Bardot in the
first of many pictorials of scantily clad women, often "French," and usual1y
accompanied by captions couched in mock moral outrage at such sensuous dis-
play ("Pic of the week", 1952). Pictures of bare-breasted native women, which
had often been used to illustrate anthropological articles in the Australasian
and the early Post, began to appear with more regularity and less obvious logic
of story anchorage. The correspondence of the sexist with the bizarre or unex-
pected recurred throughout the next 30 years, such as in pictorials showing
women's wrestling ("Now girls are wrestling", 1953) and boxing matches
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("May the best woman win", 1987).
This voyeuristic heterosexism, which became the magazine's dominant dis-
cursive marker, carried over into other aspects as well. Arts columns regularly
featured nude artists' models and backstage dressing room shots of partly-clad
female perfonners. A review of the Rank feature film, You Know What Sailors
Are, devoted most of its space debating whether "bare navels are certain to
arouse doubts in the censor's mind" ("Rank makes cheesecake for export",
1954), a moral dilemma canvassed again 20 years later ("Navel action", 1975).
In many articles, this sex-related discourse was blended with a personal prob-
lematic twist, typified in "Are our men losing their virility?" (1953).
The bizarre, the eccentric, and the ghoulish figured prominently, particular-
ly in pictorials: "Wonderful weather for snakes" (1952) presented a colour pic-
ture of a snake biting a hand and another showing the bite being incised with a
razor blade; "The smoked dead of Menyama" showed a smoked corpse in
colour (1953). A picture of three men facing a Jiring squad in Persia ("Pie of
the week", 1953) was typical of regular pictorials showcasing dramatic action
and adding a touch of tabloid sensationalism to news coverage.
The drawn-out move away from the Australasian can also be traced in
Post's use of fictional narrative. In 1946, fiction was an important and well pro-
moted ingredient. Usually, the short stories or :;erials began around page 13
and, with eye-catching illustrations, continued for one or two pages before
readers were directed to the back pages for overflows in much smaller print
without further illustration. By 1952, literary fiction was virtually absent and
most of the longer pictorialised narrative content was taken up by war tales,
pioneer adventures, and serials on such tabloid subjects as famous criminal
deeds. Occasionally and with great fanfare, light entertainment novels were
serialised, and Alan Marshall contributed a series of pub stories, such as "They
saw a headless horseman" (Marshall, 1954). By 1955, very little fiction
remained.
1952: Australiana and the New Post
By 1952, Post was repackaging itself as the New Post, in tenns that were
quite different from the "progressive urban outlook" Johnston (1969, p. 39)
described in his fictional account of Post's genesis. In a promotional push for
the New Post, a sprawling outback scene of sheep and gum trees was captioned
as follows:
This is the NEW POST. Above, in one picture, is Australia. At first
glance you knew it. From now on your first glance will always tell
you this is an Australian magazine .
... The moment you pick us up you'll know where we come from,
whom we represent. We're ordinary blokes and we're for ordinary
blokes: for the housewife who is just like our housewife
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... our strength ... will be, we are resolved, in our honest effort to
reflect the spirit of our land... Our home is the whole country. ("The
New Post", 1952, p. 3)
From this point on, much of the magazine's content was devoted to defin-
ing the essential Australia. This discourse of Australiana foregrounded distinc-
tive features of geography and custom, which were constructed as symbols of
nation and identity. Through them, the magazine naturalised its links with the
"ordinary bloke" and his "housewife" who were expected to recognise them-
selves as such, and instantly identify with their country, or at least with its
iconography. Readers were invited to see the magazine in their own image, one
that spoke with a voice telling them when they picked it up: "Yes, I'm
Australian and I don't give a damn who knows it" ("The New Post", 1952, p.
3).
Such promotional rhetoric presented a transparent construction of the nation
and its readers. Special features, such as "This is you" (1957), an article describ-
ing the demographics of the average Australian, reinforced the national credo and
located readers firmly in a typical set of social characteristics. Occasionally,
national identity was constructed as more problemati.c, as in "Hands off Matilda"
(1957) which discussed Australia's lack of a national anthem at the Melbourne
Olympics, but the interpellation was largely the same.
This enduring 'sense of nation was constantly reinforced through a variety of
pictorial items and articles. Nostalgic photos of pione,ring days, landscape scenes,
and profiles of public and sporting figures such as the young tennis hero, Frank
Sedgrnan ("The Sedgrnan Story", 1953), featured prontinently. Regular pictorials
such as "That's Australia All Over," which was discursively sintilar to lan
McNamara's celebration of Australiana on the popular ABC Sunday morning
radio program, Australia All Over, were established in the ntid-1950s and were
still current in 2000. In a sintilar vein, "Straight from the Heart," a regular picto-
rial feature on the Northern Territory during the 1950s, tapped into the essential-
ist outback myth, and explicitly encouraged tourists to the area. The series often
featured local Aborigines and their customs as markers of Australiana. However,
these indigenous people were constructed as exotic others - as objects for tourist
spectalorship - rather than as fully fledged subjects in their own right.
Interestingly for the times, the magazine also comntissioned leftist histori-
an lan Turner to write about the Australian language in an article entitled "This
slanguage of ours" (Turner, 1955). Sintilarly, "Our accent" (1957) celebrated
the eccentricities of the authentic Australian voice, pointing out that the
Federal Opposition Leader, Or H.V. Evatt, although highly educated, still
spoke with a broad Australian accent, while Prime Minister Menzies spoke
with the more "educated" (read Anglicised) accent associated with academic
attainment. In short, anything that might frame the distinctive features of
Australiana was fair game for inclusion.
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Political and civic constructions of nation sometimes appeared in the 1950s,
but these were rare and usually continued the strong anti-Labor, anti-commu-
nist stance of the late 1940s when Post ran occasional party-political articles
and a series of advertisements, sponsored by the private banks, against the
Chifley Labor government's bank nationalisation plans (Murphy, 1989, pp. 35-
44). Articles such as "Communist plot laid bare" (1947) and "Australia invad-
ed" (1954) supplied simplistic Cold War rhetoric that identified the nation's
enemies and warned of the dire threat of a communist takeover. The second
article, written by an unnamed "distinguished Australian," is a rare attempt to
enlist Cold War sympathies in the era of McCarthy and Petrov. However, the
two topical articles that did appear, "What it is like to be McCarthyised" (1953)
and "The Petrov of Canada as novelist" (1954) are politically non-committal,
almost to the point of comic trivialisation.
This populist Post did not wholly neglect the civic conscience of its prede-
cessor but recalibrated its scope to match the pictorial entertainment style and
its racier tabloid register. So, the voice of the magazine, often evident in cap-
tions as "we," could at one moment call up :a pseudo moral tone over new
revealing swimwear, and at the next expound Post's social concern about road
toll and children killed through accidents at home. In the same way as the new
swimwear was pictorialised., the car crashes and child accidents were also
framed as events for spectatorship under the guise of humanitarian concern.
For example, the pictorial article, "Thirteen proved ways to kill your child"
(1954), provided a ghoulish display of children about to become victims of
accidents in the home. Similarly, social problems were given an entertainment
slant. In one typical article, common sense, the colloquial voice, and sexist
voyeurism were all intertwined to construct rape in terms of "When a woman
needs a hatpin" (1957) to protect her from "love louts." In the various reader
surveys and the "Between You and Us" letters column, social issues and divi-
sions were sensationalised, trivialised, used to confmn stereotypes, or simply
provided an occasion for gossip.
Up I down the pictorial path
It is tempting to see Post's struggle for identity as a reflection of a national
motif of reluctant post-war redefinition away from the traditional certainties of
Empire towards the brash modernity of American popular culture. From 1946
to 1952, Post seemed to be casting about for a new niche after having half-
decided to vacate that filled by the Australasian. The issues published during
these years show the Australasian's middle-brow civic-mindedness gradually
challenged by the seeds of the new pictorial, populist entertainment regime,
advancing and receding, and then advancing again before confirming its new
generic consistency by the mid-1950s. The circumspect public sphere gave
way to the circus ring as spaces once occupied by current affairs, international
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coverage, political content, literary fiction, background features, and polite
society were replaced by picture stories on shark hunting, war battles, car
crashes, sex changes, polygamy, swimwear, film stars (especially Marilyn
MOnToe and Brigitte Bardot), street prostitution, legendary outlaws (Ned Kelly
and Squizzy TayJor reappeared every few years), the occult, UFOs, eccentrics,
cancer, the new television phenomenon, common 8ense opinion columns, and
crosswords. Characteristic markers of the new entertainment genre included
greater pictorial content with lower concentrations of prose, the use of dialogue
rather than expository prose, colloquial language a:md common sense slants in
articles, and the constant reworking and interrelating of themes, events, and
issues that foregrounded and celebrated Australiana.
For some popular magazines, the pictorial mode was dominant much earli-
er than in Post. People's ancestor, Pix, was a pictorial enterprise from its begin-
ning in 1937, with most print space given over to captioning photographs.
From the mid-1950s, visual codes dominated Post's pages where colour and
shade in headlines and borders and abundant photographs dominated the small
print. Like the cover girl's activation of the gaze, lthe whole textual enterprise
has moved away from logocentricity to a reading mode that is controlled by a
regime of display and spectatorship. The printed text becomes an adjunct to the
visual, in a mimic of television commentary. As publishing technologies
advanced, some pages took on an added sense of cinematic flow that took the
reader beyond the static picture-postcard displays.. Often, features progressed
through a sequence of long-shot, middle-distance, and close-up images across
the double-page feature spreads, while in the second half of the magazine arti-
cles, colunms, and advertisements meandered around each other. This layout
presented a more integrative, even playful mode, merging the pictorial fluent-
ly into the text, as if to encompass and invade the print space, instead of sim-
ply providing an illustrative accompaniment to it.
The language of Post developed its own playfulness, which is most notice-
able in the cover and article headlines and in many of the captions.
Colloquialisms, puns, sexist innuendo, twists of conventional sayings, and gen-
eral witticisms inflected the register of the articles themselves, giving them a
casual tenor of good humour between mates. In addition, the abundance of
direct speech from the story subjects and the mUTator's use of first names
implicated the reader into the immediacy of face-tQ-face conversational modes
rather than written exposition. Overall, the personalised register of headlines
and articles, the human interest elements in many of the stories, the reader con-
tributions, the colloquial humour and yams became anchors for this broader
conversational mode. This mode was not unlike any casual conversation that
wanders here and there but always covers a territory that is familiar and pre-
dictable. Unlike the journalistic mode of news and current affairs, which
recorded serious but fast-forgotten information, this pictorial, conversational
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mode evolved a stability over time, dealing with everyday matters and con-
cerns that transcend their everydayness by realising the familiar stuff of folk
wisdom and myth.
Coda: Ghosts of the last Aussie Post
Post's pictorial mix of heterosexist voyeurism, the unusual, and ocker
Australiana had moved decidedly away from the old Australasian's civic-minded-
ness by the mid 1950s. In the late 199Os, and no doubt spurred on by falling circu-
lation (Ray Morgan Research Centre, 2001), the magazine underwent another shift
of identity, marked in part by its 1997 narne change to Aussie Post. 1bis final incar-
nation continued to define its core identity within a residual, Anglocentric version of
Australiana full of sporting heroes, and weird and exotic display. However, there
was less of the deliberate dumbing-down and heterosexist voyeurism that had been
Post's hallmarks for almost 50 years. The ecological and women's movements had
left some traces in the way the magazine finally positioned its readership. There
were clear civic and educational purposes in school project materials on dangerous
fauna and a long report on the artesian basin ("Australia's most Deadliest", 2000;
"Bleeding dry", 2000). Occasionally, there were tarne photographs in the poster
boy/girl display mode, but the objects of desire no longer catered solely and explic-
itly to the perving ocker's tastes.
The last incarnation of Aussie Post was haunted by the two general interest
strands of its history - middle-brow civics and pictorial populism. The ghost of the
old Australasian perhaps still IUIked about, muoering civic niceties and offering
materials for the kiddies' school projects. However, just beneath the surface, the
diversionary voice of voyeuristic Post was seated right at the circus ringside and
chuckling: "Who really gives a bugger about all that? Come and have a gawk at this
instead, mate!"
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